South Africa 2030: will new spatial
visions and plans transform the
country?
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NPC Composition and Mandate
• The NPC comprises 25 independent, part-time
commissioners:
– Appointed by the President
– Chaired by Minister Manuel
– Supported by a secretariat

• Mandate:
– To take a broad, cross-cutting, independent and critical view of
South Africa,
– To help define the South Africa we seek to achieve in 20 years
time and map out a path to achieve those objectives.
– Put forward solid research, sound evidence and clear
recommendations for government.
– Work with broader society to draw on the best expertise,
consult the relevant stakeholders and help to shape a consensus
on what to do about the key challenges facing us.
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Presentation emphasis
• Overview of broad milestones of NPC
• Details on Spatial Planning activities
undertaken by the NPC to date
• High-level summary of elements around a
spatial vision in the NDP
• Broad reflection on the question: Will spatial
visions and plans transform the country?
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Timelines
• NPC appointed - May 2010
• Diagnostic overview released - June 2011
• Plan handed over to President Zuma - 11
November 2011
• Stakeholder consultation – November 2011 to
May 2012
• Plan refinement – ongoing until May 2012
• Cabinet consideration of refined plan – July 2012
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Activities around spatial vision and plan
• Research papers, input and issue papers:
–
–
–
–

Input papers for workshop outlined below
Making a case for a spatial vision (Jan 2011)
Spatial mapping and analysis (April 2011)
Issue papers to inform the chapter in NDP (vision, spatial
governance, human settlements)
– Significant “Research harvesting”

• Broad consultative workshops around Spatial Planning
and Human Settlements (Stakeholders and experts):
–
–
–
–

August 2010 – Exploratory
November 2010 – Spatial principles
May 2011 – Visions for South Africa’s towns and cities
March 2012 – Consultation on Chapter: transforming
human settlements
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NDP Spatial Vision
Chapter on Transformation of Human Settlements:
• Begins with a broad statement of the type of settlements we would like ‘in
2030, on the road to 2050’
• Provides broad principles for spatial development
• Motivates for and proposes the development of a National Spatial
Framework (NSF)
• Suggests the elements of an NSF and supporting institutions and fiscal
arrangements
• Proposes a ‘national conversation about cities, towns and villages’
• Implicitly present other elements of a spatial vision such as urban
densification, TOD, environmental sustainability
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Instruments proposed in NDP
Chapter Eight proposed a number of instruments including:
• The National Spatial
Framework
• A dedicated National Spatial
Fund
• A National Spatial Observatory
• Translation of spatial plans
into spatial contracts
• Cross-boundary plans
• Regionalisation of planning
• Municipal land policies
• Value capture instruments

• A radically revised housing
finance regime
• Sustainability criteria for all
new development
• Growth management
approaches
• Proactive rezoning
• Incentives for infrastructural
demand management
• Zero carbon building standards
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